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 INTRODUCTION 

 

The Patient Participation Group (PPG) at Ashwell Medical Centre was established in 2009.  

Initially there were only a couple of active members but over the last 3 years the group has 

increased to 13 members.  The members regularly give up their time to come and contribute 

to the meetings as the practice is very keen to listen to, and work with our patients and take 

on board their comments, feedback, ideas and suggestions.  The group has agreed Terms of 

Reference, which are reviewed annually. 

The group meets on a monthly basis for up to 2 hours in Ashwell Medical Centre or the 

Seminar Room at Whetley Medical Centre. Refreshments are provided.  Agendas and 

supporting papers are distributed to members in advance to allow them to read them in 

preparation for the meeting.  Copies are also provided on the day to save them printing them 

off at home.  Members are asked to forward their apologies to our Practice Secretary if for 

any reason they are unable to attend. 

We have also produced a PPG Reimbursement Policy to ensure that members are not out of 

pocket with regard to any expenses incurred for attending and contributing to the group.  

Claim forms are made available at each meeting. 

In future we are looking to rotate the days/timings of the meetings so that people are able to 

attend if they are working. 

As well as the PPG meetings we also have a virtual PPG made up of seventeen of our 

patients who did not want to attend meetings but that are happy for the practice to contact 
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them from time to time either by phone, letter or email to ask them questions about our 

services, staff and facilities, etc. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROFILE OF THE PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP 

Our PPG comprises 13 members, 6 Male and 7 Female which matches our practice list 

profile as there is more or less an equal mix of men and women registered with the practice.  

95% of our practice population is of South Asian origin and this is reflected in our PPG with 11 

South Asian patients and 2 White British. They all have varying backgrounds and access 

various services that we provide. 

On the PPG we also have a Carer who is supported by a colleague from Carer’s Connection, 

Bradford. 

On our Virtual Group we have 17 members, 8 Male and 9 Female.   Again given our practice 

profile we have 12 from a South Asian origin and 5 White British.  They all have expressed 

various areas of interest such as smoking cessation, chronic disease management areas, 

access and general services, etc. 

 

HOW THE PRACTICE HAS WORKED TO ENSURE THAT THE GROUP IS 

REPRESENTATIVE OF OUR REGISTERED PATIENTS 

To ensure the group is representative of our practice population we have used various 

methods to recruit members to the group.  For example: 

 Advertised/promoted the group on our practice web site 

 Advertised/promoted the group within the surgery on the PPG notice board 

 Advertised/promoted the group in the Practice’s Patient Newsletter available on 
reception at Ashwell.  This explains about the group and that if people are interested 
we will send then an information pack out 

 Sent 1300 letters out seeking new members to join the group accompanying the flu 
clinic letters  

 Used Carer’s Connect Bradford to work with, and support the Carer on the group 

 Provided information packs for interested patients 

 GPs as part of their discussions during consultations may ask patients if they would 
be interested in joining the group 

 Posters in each consulting/treatment room advertising the group 

 Details of the group are given out as part of the new patient  registration process 

 Word of mouth from other members of the group 

 

STEPS TAKEN TO DETERMINE AND REACH AGREEMENT ON THE ISSUES WHICH 

HAD PRIORITY AND WHICH SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE LOCAL PRACTICE 

SURVEY 

The PPG met frequently to identify and decide which issues they thought should be 

addressed as part of the local practice survey.  This took place over a number of meetings 

until they were happy with the issues they had prioritised to be included in the survey.  

The process involved patients coming forward with their issues and prioritising them, and 

members of the practice team did the same.  We used various information sources and 

patient feedback gathered routinely via complaints, comments and suggestions box in 

reception, feedback from the practice web site National GP Survey, word of mouth from 
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patients, etc.  We also looked at the requirements of the CQC standards and any planned 

changes within the practice, such as the change in telephone system to improve access and 

overall communication with our patients. 

Once the issues had been identified they were then formed into questions and put into a 

format and layout which was user-friendly and not too onerous for people to complete.  The 

PPG reviewed the questions, layout and format and we piloted the survey with a couple of 

PPG members before using it in the practice.  It was reviewed and a few minor amendments 

were made based on their feedback. 

HOW THE PRACTICE SOUGHT TO OBTAIN THE VIEWS OF ITS REGISTERED 

PATIENTS 

The practice used a questionnaire based up the issues raised by the PPG.  The PPG 

reviewed and revised the format, layout and how user-friendly the questionnaire was at a 

number of their meetings.  The questionnaire was piloted with a couple of our PPG members 

and some minor amendments were made based on their feedback. 

Prior to the survey being undertaken the practice advertised that during one week in 

September 2012 a survey would be undertaken supported by its PPG members.  Each PPG 

member was required to complete a confidentiality agreement and guidance on how the 

survey should be completed.  They were also issued an identity badge so that patients and 

staff knew who they were. 

Patients upon arrival to the surgery were asked by PPG members if they would be happy to 

participate in the local practice.  Patients were also asked if they would like help in completing 

the questionnaire from one of our PPG members.  The practice during the week looked at 

targeting various groups of patients and different times of the day (general routine 

appointments with GPs/Nurses, chronic disease clinics, baby clinic, etc).  

Further copies of the survey were held at reception and patients encouraged to complete 

these surveys via the call board and by clinicians during appointments. 

A total of 115 surveys were returned by patients, however not all questions were completed. 

A report of the findings was compiled by the practice manager 

 

STEPS TAKEN BY THE PRACTICE TO PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PPG TO 

DISCUSS THE CONTENTS OF THE ACTION PLAN 

The Practice Manager analysed the findings of the local practice survey and compiled a 

report.  The findings for each question were summarised and illustrated either using charts or 

text.   

The report was presented to the PPG at their meeting in March 2013 were the findings were 

discussed in detail by members.  In addition recent changes and developments that had been 

made or were in the process of being made were discussed. Further to the discussions 

around the findings/results and the report on recent changes an action plan was formulated.  

The Practice was able to agree an action plan with the support of the PPG. 

DETAILS OF THE FINDINGS THAT AROSE FROM THE LOCAL PRACTICE SURVEY 

The results of the practice survey (2012) and of the subsequent action plan developed with 

the the support of PPG members are published on this web site as separate documents. 
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PRACTICE INFORMATION (OPENING HOURS, OBTAINING ACCESS TO SERVICES, 

EXTENDED HOURS, TIMES WHEN INDIVIDUAL HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS 

ARE ACCESSIBLE TO PATIENTS) 

Ashwell Medical Centre is open between the hours of 8.30am and 6pm Monday to Friday.  

The practice provides extended opening hours on a Wednesday evenings while (8.30am – 

8pm).  The healthcare professionals available on these sessions are GP Partners and an 

Advanced Nurse Practitioner. 

Urgent problems will be triaged by the duty doctor who will assess the patient’s symptoms 

and provide advice as appropriate, this may be either telephone advice, an appointment or a 

home visit if required. 

Patients can make appointments by telephoning, booking on line or calling in to the practice.  

The practice utilizes a text messaging facility which reminds patients of their appointments. 

Around 50% of our patients are now signed up to this service (March 13) 

GP / ADVANCED NURSE PRACTITIONER AVAILABILITY 

Our GP / Advanced nurse practitioner availability is show in the timetable below: (Please note 

that at times the timetable may be subject to change) 

We run our rota over a two week cycle and so have listed the availability as ‘week 1’ and 

‘week 2’ 

  
Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Week 
1 

Morning JD AR IH AK JC JD AR IH IMH JC   AR IH AK   

Afternnon JD AR IH AK JC JD AR 
 

IMH JC JD AR IH 
 

JC 

Evening                     JD       JC 

                 
Week 

2 

Morning JD AR IH AK JC JD AR IH IMH JC   AR   AK   

Afternoon JD AR IH AK JC JD AR 
 

IMH JC JD AR 
  

JC 

Evening                     JD       JC 

 
                

                 
Week 

1 

  Thursday Friday 
     Morning JD 

 
IH AK IMH JC IH AK IMH JC 

     Afternoon   AR   AK IMH JC IH AK IMH JC 
     

                 
Week 

2 

                      
     Morning JD 

 
IH AK IMH JC JD AR IMH JC 

     Afternoon     IH AK IMH JC JD AR IMH JC 
     

                 

 

K
e

y
 

JD Dr Judith Danby (f) 
     

 
AR Dr Ameen Rasul (m) 

     

 
IH Dr Ilyas Hussain (m) 

     

 
AK Dr Anne-Marie Killeen (f) 

     

 
IMH Dr Imran Hussain (m) 

     

 
JC Mr John Collard (m) 

     
 

 


